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Effi Weiss & Amir Borenstein

HOUSEWARMING is a proposition of an inverse immigration, from the full to the empty, from 

excess to lack. It evolves around these and other oppositional terms, such as inside/outside, 

host/guest, rich/poor, in order to examine the threshold, the transitory space between these 

(artificial) dichotomies.

The work is shot in abandoned private houses in ex-communist Albania. Houses that Effi & 

Amir invade and whose empty space they occupy, while the local community comments in 

song and speech on the new arrivals and their enterprise.

The work’s text - sung and spoken - is based on a series of interviews the artists held in Albania, 

regarding their plan to immigrate to this country (a real plan, at that stage). 

The four songs, written by a poet from Tirana, were then interpreted by an iso-polyphony 

choir, in an attempt to create a contemporary mythology of an immigration in the opposite 

direction.
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THE INSTALLATION

The expanded 4-screen version of Housewarming (titled Skcolidlog and Other Inversions) is a linear 
film, that unfolds both in time and in space. 
The 4 screens form a semi-circular shape, a sort of « visual choir », and their editing is based on the 
principal structure of iso-polyphonic singing: a main solo (1 screen playing), a second solo (2 screens 
playing in dialectics) and the choir (4 screens playing adding visual volume and layers).
A designated sound channel is attached to each screen and all video and sound channels are 
synchronised in a narrative story line.
Not all screens are playing simultaneously at all times, and the spectator is guided by the timed editing 
and the distribution of sound in space. 
It is a theatrical experience, between film and performance, it engages the space, both the actual and 
the represented one, as well as the viewer who becomes an element in the constellation, while it also 
enhances the theatrical character of the work by transposing the plot from the screen surface to the 
stage-like space.

Installation view - Herzliya Museum, September 2015

Preview Links:
Expanded film - 4 screens installation, simulation of the spatialization, password: hwsimulation 
Expanded film - simulation of the edit on 4 screens, password: skcolidlog_inst2015
Single screen film, password: inverse_2016

Effi & Amir’s homepage: www.effiandamir.net

https://vimeo.com/149435406
https://vimeo.com/141102399
https://vimeo.com/143380377
http://www.effiandamir.net
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CONTEXT IN BRIEF

Albania remained untouched by western influence until the 1990s due to its totalitarian regime. 
Since the change of regime and especially from the second half of the 90’s on, unfinished houses 
became an integral part of the Albanian landscape. This visually striking phenomenon can be 
encountered in different degrees of intensity throughout the Balkan region. In the Albanian case, 
if not in all cases, it is a phenomenon strongly related to the mass emigration that the country 
go through since more than 2 decades, as these houses are built with money sent back home by 
people who left the country. They are usually destined to be inhabited by these same emigrants, 
and their construction is often abandoned for good or for long periods as the ex-patriated stop 
sending money due to financial difficulties in their host countries or simply because they drop 
the idea of return.
The frozen un-finished houses, placeholders of ‘home’, are left thus suspended between past 
and future, a construction and a ruin, a potential rather than a concretisation, a transitory site.

Iso-polyphony singing is an ancient form of narration and transmission, that operated in the 
Albanian society until the 1990’s, end of the communist regime. Throughout the centuries, while 
respecting its own rigid rules, the Iso Polyphony managed to stay flexible and dynamic in order 
to keep its non-official role of cultural heritage transmitter. It is a way of forming a collective 
identity, of sharing experiences and reworking the misfortunes and agonies. It is the voice of the 
people, of a multiplicity, and it is a device for making mythologies. 

Iso polyphony group, Ensemble Cipini, working on the songs with poet Krenar Zejno, Vlora, August 2014

Housewarming was produced by La chose à trois jambes, in co-production with the Centre de l’audiovisuel 
à Bruxelles, ORAFILM (Albania) and ARGOS - centre for art and media  |  Supported by The center for cinema 
and audiovisual of Wallonie-Bruxelles federation, The Flemish Film Fund (VAF), and the Ostrovsky Family 
Fund  |  The project has participated in the SIC - sound image culture Workshop, 2014
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SOME WORDS ABOUT OURSELVES
We are Effi Weiss, 1971 (IL), and Amir Borenstein, 1969 (DE/IL), an artist-duo, living and working 
together since 1999. We met in the Bezalel academy of art in Jerusalem and started collaborating 
since our 4th year of studies, doing mainly performances and interventions in public space. 
After graduating (cum laude) we co-founded the independent TV programme Artattack that was 
dedicated to showing screen-based art and to creating a supportive community of video-artists. 
Artattack was also our initiation to video making, which then became our main medium. In 2002, 
after two years of activity as independent artists in Israel, including two solo shows and several 
group exhibitions in different art spaces, we left our country for an unlimited period that we refer 
to as a free-will exile. Ever since we are exploring the joys and miseries of ex-patria. This new and 
unsettling situation has become the anchor point from which our work is generated. 
Our recent works operate on the reciprocal influence between documentary and fiction, they also 
stem from a performance practice in the sense that they are often action-based. Stage, borders, 
frame and certain rules are defined, within which the work is developed through a consciously 
erratic process, which destination is not set in advance.  

Our first encounter with Albania took place in 2003, while we participated in the 2nd Tirana 
Biennale. Since then we happened to visit this country roughly every two years, as facilitators of 
video workshops in different frameworks and to different participants. Since the very first visit 
we were drawn to the unfinished houses and they have sparked our imagination. But only 10 
years later, after our initial feeling of affinity with Albania has been translated into actual human 
ties, we decided to produce a work there.
When we started working on this project we invited Ilir Kaso, an Albanian artist living in Tirana to 
join. He accompanied us in our research period, in interviews, discussions and working sessions, 
and later in the shooting. 

ea@effiandamir.net

mailto: ea@effiandamir.net
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TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS
EQUIPMENT
- 4 identical HD projectors
- 4 speakers
- Mixer 
- Amplifier (in case speakers are passive)
- Player (computer or media player, according to the synchronisation method)
- Synchronisation device (programme or script) between all sources (4 video files, 4 audio files)

SPACE
- Ideal space size : 7 X 7 meter
- Walls or screens distributed in space in a pentagonal shape (see illustration), while the 5th facet is 
occupied by the spectators.
- Optimal projection size per screen : 400 X 225 cm 
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Dstribution in space may change 
according to venue.


